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Abstract

Modeling and the use of models are becoming ubiquitous, and have been recognized as
valuable activities for the development of cognitive and reasoning skills. We are
interested in learning what the ecological informatics community is doing now to prepare
the next generation of modelers, researchers and model users.
This paper presents the results of a survey conducted to find out how ecological
informatics is being taught by the current generation. Information about modeling
courses for pre-university, undergraduate and graduate students and the public,
including the objectives of the courses, learners profile, content topics, the use of
software, textbooks and other didactic materials, evaluation activities is discussed.
Most intriguing for us is the vision of the future: how does the ecological informatics
community see the future of modeling? Is it feasible to have young students learning by
modeling and using models as early as in the fundamental school? We also want to
know if the community would support the creation of a network of modelers to support
education and training in ecological informatics.
The results will be discussed at ISEI7.
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